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Farah Elgaweesh’s appeal of C.R.O ruling #7, #8, and #16

https://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/901/2024croruling7.pdf
https://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/901/2024croruling8.pdf
https://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/901/2024croruling16.pdf


I. Summary of the Facts

1. The Chief Returning Officer is Jacob Verghese and the Deputy Returning Officer is

Sithara Naidoo.

2. On March 6th, at 8:30am, Elgaweesh and candidates Lisa Glock, Renson Alva, and

Abdul Abbasi had a meeting to discuss issues with affiliation with third parties. In this

meeting, a candidate asked Verghese about potential penalties and he proceeded to

inform the candidates that the most probable outcome is getting fined. In a subsequent

question, it was asked if it is a possibility that these fines might result in disqualification if

candidates exceed their budgets, and Verghese clarified that going over the budget due

to fines will not result in us getting disqualified, but instead us not getting reimbursed for

our expenses.

a. The incoming VPX, Abdul Abbasi is willing to attest to this fact.

3. On March 7th, at 12:02 PM, Elgaweesh requested an “in-person meeting with Verghese

and Sithara Naidoo, the Deputy Returning Officer to clarify this matter.” Email 2

4. On March 7th, at 2:00 PM, the Elections Office declined Elgaweesh’s request for an

in-person meeting with Verghese and Naidoo. Email 3

5. On March 7th, at 6:00 PM, the campaign period ended.

6. On March 11th, at 5:13 PM, Naidoo sent Elgaweesh an email with three additional

C.R.O. rulings on three different matters (Ruling 8, Ruling 15, and Ruling 16).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TUEHjJ0dMgK3-O4WjObpAZRMORyzirmX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TYgQivg2w3kXiqCiLoFx9XITGoEqLwNg/view?usp=sharing


7. On March 11th, at 4:00pm, Ruling #7 was made public on the UASU’s website. Our

campaign never received a copy of this ruling directly from Verghese or Naidoo.

8. Verghese incorrectly identifies the individual in question. The individual involved in this

matter is not the campaign manager. Elgaweesh’s campaign managers according to her

declaration is Marija Cvetkovska and Zino Ugbawa.

9. The individual in question has always had a disclaimer on their account bio stating

“opinions expressed here are my own and don’t represent any organizations.”

(screenshot 2)

10. Verghese incorrectly states “the account was made private”. The individual’s account

was never made public and has remained private throughout the campaign period.

11. On March 5th at 4:38pm, Elgaweesh’s campaign reached out to SJP UAlberta via

instagram informing them that she doesn’t give consent to this endorsement. She

informed them that their endorsement is against the UASU bylaws. SJP UAlberta

thanked Elgaweesh for the information and refused to remove the post. (screenshot 3)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oNevoAbT1diFBCaxAlO2v2K7evN7HTja/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HGjPD6c8W58lUKxVl6A8FFSmXCyuisqx/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H1gLWX--IGDc8h7Uo0Ws0Y6VQ-vvxkBy/view?usp=drivesdk


II. The Issues and Our Argument

A key issue here is the competence of Verghese in executing his duties as Chief Returning

Officer.

As Chief Returning Officer, Verghese has the responsibility to oversee the implementation of

Bylaw 310, 320, and 330. In our opinion, Verghese failed to do the following

a. Communicate in a fair and timely manner with Elgaweesh as a UASU Candidate.

■ Throughout the election, Elgaweesh’s campaign was limited by

Verghese’s failure to respond within the 24 hour timeframe as mentioned

in the nomination package. Furthermore, there are tangible discrepancies

in response times between candidates.

■ Throughout the campaign period, Elgaweesh’s social media manager on

numerous occasions attempted to get Verghese to approve campaign

posts. In one instance, Verghese took between March 2nd and 6th to

approve a campaign post. Email 5 Email 6 During this same time period,

Verghese approved an undisclosed candidate’s post within a 3 minute

response time.

■ Verghese also failed to inform Elgaweesh of alleged violations in a timely

manner. In February 2024, she allowed him to follow her social media

account. During the candidates meeting, he informed candidates that he

will be monitoring the candidates accounts. Verghese had a reasonable

responsibility to be monitoring the account and to inform Elgaweesh of

these alleged violations. From our understanding, these unapproved

stories range from Tuesday, March 5th to Wednesday, March 6th.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QSFmbsgmkKKalEaIj3iFyvu9lKpWz1q8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QPLS0sswj3_anogXdJspr5kYuDDD6gBF/view?usp=sharing


Elgaweesh’s only responsibility was to ensure that Verghese was kept

privy to her activities on social media which she fulfilled.

■ In a meeting with candidates accused of colluding with a third party,

Verghese contradicted the established norm by informing candidates that

they will not be disqualified if they go over budget due to fines but rather

would not receive a reimbursement.

1. As previously mentioned, the incoming VPX, Abbasi is willing to

attest to Verghese’s contradiction. Abbasi is willing to attest that

the CRO wasn’t clear in his communications that this was only

regarding SJP as he submitted in his response to another appeal.

b. Ensure that Elgaweesh has a copy of the complaint.

■ Bylaw 320, 16.2 is as follows “The C.R.O. shall provide a copy of the

complaint form, with the complainant’s student identification number

blacked out, to each respondent.”

■ Elgaweesh nor her campaign ever received a copy of the complaint for

these 2 allegations or the other 7 allegations. Verghese according to

Bylaw 320 failed to provide this to our campaign.

In some of these instances that Verghese has issued rulings on, little context is provided

regarding the alleged violations. With these failures noted above, we would like to take the

opportunity to address the alleged violations.

On Ruling #7, our opinion is as follows:

1. “$15.00 in punitive fines for continued breach of bylaws” is excessive in our opinion. It is

reasonable to assume that the student’s intentions by informing Verghese of the alleged

violation was that he would immediately act on it. From our understanding of Verghese’s



ruling, he failed to act. Rather than immediately informing our campaign manager that

her actions were in violation of the rules within 2 business days (Bylaw 320.16) – he

observed her team violating the rules. We are confused as to why Verghese never raised

this complaint with our campaign or with the campaign manager.

2. If Verghese repeatedly failed to uphold the UASU bylaws in a fair and timely manner, it is

unreasonable to punish candidates for the failures of the Election Office.

3. Furthermore, this ruling appears to be issued outside of the 2 business days (Bylaw

320.16), we would argue that Verghese shouldn’t be able to retroactively issue fines if he

failed to address alleged violations in a timely and fair manner.

a. While Bylaw 320.16 makes no mention of a remedy, we believe that the only

reasonable remedy is for Verghese not to be able to retroactively issue fines. It is

clear that the intention behind this bylaw was to ensure that Verghese and C.R.O

addressed alleged violations in a timely manner to prevent further violations and

maintain the integrity of the elections.

On Ruling #8, our opinion is as follows.

1. Verghese incorrectly identifies the individual in question. The individual involved in this

matter is not the campaign manager. Elgaweesh’s campaign managers according to her

declaration is Marija Cvetkovska and Zino Ugbawa.

2. The individual in question has always had a disclaimer on their account bio stating

“opinions expressed here are my own and don’t represent any organizations.”

3. Verghese incorrectly states “the account was made private”. The individual’s account

was never made public and has remained private throughout the campaign period.

4. In Verghese’s ruling, he states that Elgaweesh’s campaign acted in bad faith. We would

argue that there was no bad faith whatsoever and would like to explain the context of the

individual's comments.



a. The individual in question was not attempting to critique the fact that any

candidate was unable to attend forums. The individual was simply recognizing

the hardwork and dedication that Elgaweesh had put into her campaign

especially considering her heavy course content as a nursing student. This is

evident by the story that was accompanying the note.

b. This individual’s comments were simply misinterpreted. They never intended for it

to come across as criticism of a very valid reason for not attending a forum. This

is evident by the fact that the individual took the note down and posted an

apology similar to Nathan Perez’s apology.

5. We would like to state unequivocally that the suggestion that this individual’s

comments were directed towards a specific in a malicious manner is

demonstrably false by the evidence above.

6. Furthermore, this ruling appears to be issued outside of the 2 business days (Bylaw

320.16), we would argue that Verghese shouldn’t be able to retroactively issue fines if he

failed to address alleged violations in a timely and fair manner.

a. While Bylaw 320.16 makes no mention of a remedy, the only reasonable remedy

is for Verghese not to be able to retroactively issue fines. It is clear that the

intention behind this bylaw was to ensure that the C.R.O addressed alleged

violations in a timely manner to prevent further violations and uphold the integrity

of campaigning during the elections.

On Ruling #16, our opinion is as follows.

1. This ruling appears to be issued outside of the 2 business days (Bylaw 320.16), we

would argue that Verghese shouldn’t be able to retroactively issue fines if he failed to

address alleged violations in a timely and fair manner.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ka4QUrAekZKYDomq0P2fTlMunxLHK8Ve/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ka4QUrAekZKYDomq0P2fTlMunxLHK8Ve/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ka4QUrAekZKYDomq0P2fTlMunxLHK8Ve/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H0l_0H7HlTpy0r2c97FRY8zKh_FsI-xD/view?usp=sharing


a. While Bylaw 320.16 makes no mention of a remedy, we believe that the only

reasonable remedy is for Verghese not to be able to retroactively issue fines. It is

clear that the intention behind this bylaw was to ensure that Verghese and C.R.O

addressed alleged violations in a timely manner to prevent further violations.

2. We agree with Verghese that this relationship is unclear to his office and if he had taken

reasonable steps to investigate this matter, he would have discovered there is no

connection between SJP and Elgaweesh’s campaign.

a. On March 5th at 4:38pm, Elgaweesh’s campaign reached out to SJP UAlberta

via instagram informing them that she doesn’t give consent to this endorsement.

She informed them that their endorsement is against the UASU bylaws. SJP

UAlberta thanked Elgaweesh for the information and refused to remove the post.

(instagram)

Elgaweesh and her campaign took every reasonable step to follow Verghese’s guidance in

rejecting the group’s endorsement. It is clear by this text message that Elgaweesh did

everything she could and the group simply refused to comply with her request.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H1gLWX--IGDc8h7Uo0Ws0Y6VQ-vvxkBy/view?usp=sharing


III. Our Asks of the Board

Based off the arguments that we have raised above, we request the board do the following

IV. Overturn the following of Verghese’s ruling #7, #8, and #16 unless Verghese is able to

demonstrate that he completed the following requirements under Bylaw 320, 16.3;

1. Notify, via e-mail, the Chief Tribune of D.I.E. Board with:

2. The reason for extension of the investigation period; and

3. The anticipated date and time the ruling will be released, not to exceed 72

hours after the deadline.

V. Order that Verghese release the complaint forms for these alleged violations alongside

the date and time that they were submitted.

Verghese repeatedly failed to address campaign violations that were raised by students in a

timely and fair manner. We never received a single documentation proving that any student had

submitted a complaint form throughout this election.

As we have clearly pointed out, this is a requirement under bylaw and is good faith practice.

Elgaweesh should have every ability to see the complaint and the evidence for the alleged

violation. In our opinion, Bylaw 320.16 while unclear seeks to provide candidates with a

reasonable expectation of C.R.O timelines. Verghese’s rulings clearly fell outside of these

parameters and as a result should be null and void due to the disadvantage presented.

If these rulings did not fall outside of these parameters, we believe that sufficient evidence has

been provided to refute these claims and we will submit further in person.



VI. Bylaw References

Bylaw 320, 16.1 (Complaints)

1. Where a complaint is received within two (2) Business Days of the alleged contravention,

and where the original complaint form is provided to the C.R.O., the C.R.O. shall rule on

that complaint.

2. Where a complaint is received and is found to be complete as set out in Section 01(1),

the C.R.O. shall rule on the complaint within two (2) Business Days of receiving the

complaint.

a. If the C.R.O. requires more time to investigate the complaint they shall, prior to

the deadline:

i. Notify, via e-mail, the Chief Tribune of D.I.E. Board with:

a. The reason for extension of the investigation period; and

b. The anticipated date and time the ruling will be released, not to

exceed 72 hours after the deadline.

ii. Provide a carbon copy to the complainant and the Manager of Discover

Governance.

b. The C.R.O. shall include this notification as an appendix to the final ruling.

3. (Bylaw 320 Section 16.2) The C.R.O. shall provide a copy of the complaint form, with the

complainant’s student identification number blacked out, to each respondent.


